
CLICK'M C

UNIQUE
MAGNETIC
MOPSYSTEM



CLICK'M C 

Highly effective & innovative mopping system. Perfect for areas 
with demanding hygiene requirements.

 Innovative magnetic locking system.
 Easy assembly. The mop slips onto the frame and  
magnetically attaches to the plate with one click.

 Hygienic, hands-free removal of the mop from the frame
after use.

 Practical & smooth design, preventing the accumulation of
dirt on the frame.

 The frame is easily cleaned and can be disinfected if
required.

 Lightweight and ergonomic in use.

Highly qualitative mop for damp cleaning of hard floors.  

 Recommended for use on smooth floors. 
 Excellent cleaning power with streak-free results.
 Rapid drying time for quick floor cleaning.     
 The mirofibre is stitched over the edges of the mop to optimize 
dirt collection and maximize cleaning performance.

 Integrated colour coding ribbons help ensure correct area 
    and surface use.

 Composition: 50% microfibre & 50% polyester.

Highly qualitative mop for dusting and damp cleaning of hard floors. 

 Designed specifically for use in areas with demanding hygiene
requirements, such as hospitals or care centres.

 Excellent cleaning power & highly absorbent.
 The long microfibre threads make the mop perfectly suitable for   

    cleaning uneven surfaces, such as stone or tiled floors.
 Designed for pre-soaking.
 Integrated colour coding ribbons help ensure correct area  

    and surface use.
 Composition: 50% microfibre, 40% viscose & 10% polyamide.

CLICK'M C FRAME

CLICK'M C MOPS                    

Qualitative, light mop for cleaning hard floors.

 Recommended for use on lightly soiled smooth floors.
 Also suitable for damp cleaning of walls and doors.
 Excellent cleaning power with streakfree results.
 Integrated colour coding ribbons help ensure correct area and 

    surface use.
 Composition: 100% microfibre.

TWIST MOP

ALLROUND MOP

BASIC MOP



UNIQUE & SIMPLE

 Clean and unique design
> The smooth and tight design prevents dirt from 
adhering to the frame and makes it easy to wash.
> The mops are finished with a sturdy mesh, so that dirt is 
removed quickly from the mop's pocket during washing.

 

Hygienic removal of the mop
1. Simply release the clip with your foot to loosen the mop.

Colour coding aids correct use
Every mop has 4 integrated coloured ribbons. This allows 
you to mark and identify each mop and its application area.

Ergonomically designed for comfortable and easy use
 The Click’M C unique mopping system is lightweight and ergonomic.

1. Slip the frame on to the pocket of the mop.                  2. Lock the mop by pushing down on the handle.  

2. The mop simply slides from the frame without the 
operator needing to handle it.
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